Abstract As a sensor to convert image from optical to electrical signal, charge coupled device (CCD) has been paid much attention to its image quality which is directly related to the radiation response characteristic parameters. Since array CCD is gaining more and more popularity, a concept of"radiation response matrix"and an evaluation method are put forward, and used to describe radiation response of each pixel of CCD. By analyzing of this matrix, and clearly defining physical concept of each element, parameters such as absolute radiation response, non-linearity, dark noise, signal-to-noise of each pixel and non-uniformity of CCD are in one-to-one correspondence with mathematical relation of the matrix. Response characteristic coefficient of each pixel is obtained using the model of radiation response matrix analysis by a test on area CCD DALSA-FTF6080M. One application of this matrix is demonstrated. Experimental results show that non-uniformity of this CCD is 3.1% , its response is linear, and its dark noise is 3.84. This method is feasible and practical, and it satisfies the requirement of the objective evaluation of array CCD. 
Introdution
In the field of remote sensing, charge coupled device (CCD) devices show great potential to image information as an important photoelectric sensor. As its imaging permeability and sharpness fully recognized, CCD imaging has been an important application components in the field of imaging [1] [2] . With the wide application of array CCD, manufacturers and departments in the field of remote sensing have began to pay more attentions to the radiation performance of array CCD devices. People have faced a problem how to select and use the array CCD. Radiation performance of array CCD determines the performance of remote sensing system in a great extent [3] [4] . Radiation performance evaluation of CCD imaging system is a very important task which is one of the main basis for judging the completion Radiation response performance parameters of CCD devices mainly include radiation responsivity, non-uniformity, non-linearity, dark noise [3] . The 3D noise has been used to evaluate the performance of large array CCD device in recent years. Currently the detection technology of these parameters is being already matured, but it could be improved for the representation of array CCD method. Especially for large array CCD, it will be necessary to express all the performance properties of CCD by using a function formula with a clear physical significance. This paper presents a new method of expressing radiation performance parameters for each pixel of array CCD by matrix. With array CCD DALSA-FTF6080M as an example, it tests various parameters and evaluates different performances.
Radiation response matrix
The relationship is described by Taylor series between each pixel of digital output D and irradiance E which is received on photosensitive surface in CCD image [5] [6] [7] :
where, the physical meaning of D0 is signal output of CCD at zero irradiation (dark signal output); R1 is a linear response of CCD, also known as absolute radiation responsivity; R2， R3， R4， …， Rn (coefficient of high-order as a subscript) are secondary high order response coefficients. In Equ.
(1), if the higher order coefficients are more close to 0, the CCD response is closer to the linear. In this case CCD response relationship is linear response, then this quantitative relationship can be simply expressed as [8] [9] :
For m × n pixel array CCD, D of each pixel can be considered as an element of the matrix. Therefore, D of CCD can be formulated as a m × n matrix. Similarly, m × n pixel matrix can express the dark signal, linear response coefficient and higher coefficient of array CCD. As each pixel of array CCD meets the Equ. (1), you can use the "radiation response matrix" to present radiation response performance parameters of each pixel in array CCD. 
the matrix is the radiation response matrix of all pixels which is described by Equ. (1) . The composition of the matrix has the following meanings.
Array CCD output digital value matrix
is called as CCD array output digital value matrix, where D i, j is pixel digital output value of the i-row and j-column in array CCD. According to the matrix, you can calculate the average value of CCD digital outputs
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is the ratio between the signal output with the root-mean-square (RMS) noise in array CCD. SNR is an important index of CCD imaging quality. D of the CCD output value being L times in a stable lighting condition, establishing a matrix of digital output value, the mean and noise of L times can be obtained for each pixel. SNR can be calculated with these data.
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where D i, j, k is pixel digital output value of the i-row and j-column and k-image in array CCD.
and L, as the average value of the i-row and j-column and L-image.
Dark signal matrix
Dark signal is the common characteristic of the most photovoltaic device of the majority, as one of the causes in image noise generation. Dark signal is CCD output digital value under no illumination.
when the irradiance E=0， function matrix is as follow: The value of CCD dark signal mean can be calculated by the dark signal matrix
If you create L dark signal matrix， you can calculate the CCD dark noise
where D 0 i, j, k is the output dark signal of the i-row and j-column and k-image in array CCD,
L is the average dark signal of the i-row and j-column and k-image in array CCD.
Linear response coefficient matrix
is called as linear response coefficient matrix, where R 1 i, j is the linear response coefficient of the i-row and j-column pixel in array CCD.
Under the same illumination, the output difference of each pixel represents the inconsistency between responsivity of the pixels. This parameter is the characterization of the response nonuniformity (PRNU). The PRNU mainly describes the output characteristic of the relationship between each pixel. As for the cause of inhomogeneity, except for the inhomogeneity of the materials and moreover technology, the transfer efficiency of the device is also inhomogeneous, inhomogeneity of the amplifier performance is also an important cause of inhomogeneity. Based on linear response coefficient matrix, the response non-uniformity of array CCD can be calculated as the mean value of linear response divided by the standard deviation of each pixel linear response 
Nonlinear response matrix
High-order coefficient is called as
where R 2 i, j ，R 3 i, j …is the high-order coefficient of the i-row and j-column pixel in array CCD.
By way of polynomial regression analysis, the coefficient of each response can be calculated. If second-order coefficient is so small that its impact can be ignored, the response of array CCD can be called as linear. Nonlinear characteristics can be obtained by optimizing the linear regression coefficient of array CCD.
Test cases
In experiments, the image sensor DALSA-FTF6080M of interline transfer (DALSA company) with the total pixel number to be 6048× 8082 and the pixel number of effective sensitization area to be 6000× 8004 is used. Its dimensions and internal structure is shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 , respectively.
For radiation response performance testing of CCD array, the main function is to calculate the relationship between the incident irradiance and the CCD digital output. Therefore one can use the regression analysis of mathematical statistics theory to deal with the functional relationship between the two quantities. By testing multiple CCD digital output，and E which is known in advance，it can determine the coefficients, R1, R2 and so on, by the method of regression analysis.
Laboratory equipment is mainly composed of calibration source and HR -1500 spectroradiometer. Calibration source takes tungsten bromine lamp using the method of direct illumination CCD, according to the inverse square law，it shows that this approach can produce uniform illumination spot on the CCD, the non-uniformity in following 0.5% or less. By changing the distance between the CCD and the tungsten bromine lamp, and changing the irradiance on the CCD, CCD output is collected under each irradiance [10] . Since the array CCD DALSA-FTF6080M pixels being too much, as an example, here are 7 groups of incident irradiance and 4 pixels (2000, 2000) , (2000, 2001) , (2001, 2000) , (2001, 2001 ) corresponding to output digital value, the response factor are caluated, as shown in Table 1 .
Since each pixel meets the equation (1), you can use the method of polynomial regression analysis, the results are shown in Table 2 .
Digital output value，the dark signal D0, linear response coefficient R1, and higher response coefficient R2, R3 of each pixel are expressed with "Radiation response matrix", as follows. 
The various parameters can be calculated by the Matrix， as follows a) Absolute radiometric response coefficient of each pixel: each element of the linear response coefficient matrix is displayed in the coordinate system shown in Fig.3 ; 
where the constant term D0=50.80, and one order coefficient that is absolutely radiant responsivity R1= 6696.59. Quadratic term coefficient is so small that it is ignored, therefore the CCD response is approximately linear. Linear fitting coefficient of association is 0.999.
Conclusion
Testing absolute radiation response of the array CCD, the "radiation response matrix" is built, which stores up the absolute radiation response of all CCD pixels and the higher term response. By 51, 080402(2014) 激光与光电子学进展 www.opticsjournal.net 080402-analyzing the higher term coefficient to get the nonlinear relationship of response, comparing the difference of absolute radiation responsivity of each pixel, it can obtain the non-uniformity of responsivity and other radiation parameters. The test results are as follows:
1) Array CCD DALSA-FTF6080M response curve is approximately linear, and uniformity is better; 2) In the actual measurement, the average dark signal for the area CCD is 55. But by the establishment of CCD radiation response matrix, the value of dark signal is 47.4.For the indication, when the output value is very small, the accuracy is not enough according to Equ. (1) . This problem needs to be solved.
By establishing a database with the matrix, and storing the radiation performance parameters of different modes, as input pixel number, you can compare each radiation parameter of array CCD directly to prick off the higher-performance CCD devices.
